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Digital vs. print: Considering your options . . .
Digital vs. print. Our conversation continues.
For those of you who missed it, the lead story in the May 2010 issue of Print Matters
explored whether publishers should go digital (you can read the story at www.jpapontiac.
com). The article covered three main points:
• digital magazines should be viewed as an add-on — not a replacement — product;
• digital and print magazines can (and should) co-exist peacefully; and
• opt-in rates for digital magazines are around 20%.
“Many associations are finding that a majority of their members want print publications,” says Carla Kalogeridis of ARION Media Services, a publishing consultant and services
provider for associations. “That said, however, you can’t disenfranchise those members who
want a digital publication. A good strategy is to serve people with a tool that best suits their
needs and wishes.”
Further, Kalogeridis says that
associations that do not offer a
digital product might be perceived
as out of touch. “A lot of people
are reading a lot of content online,
and if you’re not asking the print
vs. digital question, people might
think you have your head in the
sand,” she says.

Survey says…
So this raises the question — if you
are going to explore digital options,
how do you go about it? The first
answer may seem obvious — survey
your readers and advertisers — but
There were 300 million paid magazine subscriptions in 2009, according to Magazine
Publishers of America. This stat is one of many that are being touted in an ad campaign that is being sponsored by five major magazine companies. The print ad campaign, which promotes the vitality of magazines as a medium, is one of the largest
ever created. The ad shown here is one of many that will appear in 100 titles over the
course of seven months.

you’d be surprised at the number of
publishers who disregard this step.
And even some of the publishers
who do conduct surveys don’t set
them up properly. 씰
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“If you say to your members, ‘Hey

Real life examples…

the editor on each digital edition.

we’re eliminating print to go digital

Here are a few examples of how

“He’s looking right into the camera,

because it will save money and it’s bet-

publishers are utilizing digital

making a personal connection with

ter for the environment,’ of course

technology.

the readers,” Kett says.

they’re going to say ‘yes’ to going digi-

Premier Guitar Magazine offers

Flip flop

tal,” Kalogeridis says. “Associations ask

news, reviews and a live video

questions that are skewed to the

channel feed on its iPhone appli-

Conventional wisdom has been

responses they want, and then they’re

cation. A reader survey found that

that digital magazines are a threat

shocked when digital doesn’t work out

individual users went back to the

to their printed counterparts, but

for them.”

app an average of five times in a

many publishers are actually

30 day period and spent an aver-

using their digital publications to

that people are often resistant to

age of 22 minutes per session for

promote their printed magazines.

change. “When the digital product

a total engagement of 110 min-

“Many publishers are using digital

comes out, it may not be what your

utes. “Even between issues, this

magazines to drive readers to

readers thought it would be. It doesn’t

app keeps people going back to

their printed publications,” says

matter how simple something is, some-

see what’s new, and that’s a clear

Texterity’s Kim Kett. “It’s so

times people flat don’t want to take the

advantage with apps — enhanced

much easier and more cost-effec-

time to learn how to navigate it.”

reader engagement,” says Kim

tive to e-mail a digital copy of the

Kett of Texterity, which specializes

magazine, and then you can

to keep your print publication in place

in digital publications and mobile

entice readers to subscribe to your

while introducing a digital version.

magazine solutions.

printed edition. It also makes it

Another factor at play is the notion

Kalogeridis says the best strategy is

“Have them side by side for at least a
year, and then you can see how many

Accounting Today magazine has
a 30 second welcome video from

easier to tailor your marketing
message to different groups.”

people are using it and how many people prefer it. At that point your members can answer a survey from a

publication vs. what you would offer in

standpoint of intelligence, and then

print — shorter, hard-hitting articles

you can make an educated decision

vs. in-depth features, for example. And

on how to proceed from there.”

it goes without saying that you’ve got

educate advertisers when launching a

to take advantage of all the technologi-

digital publication. “You can’t just take

cal features digital has to offer, and

a stagnant print ad and place it into a

this means more than just posting a

digital magazine. In order to maximize

link people can click on to reach Web

results, you have to take advantage of

sites that are mentioned in ads or edi-

the technology that digital has to offer

torial. Some basic examples include:

— you want to encourage the reader to

• you can incorporate sound, video or

click on the ad.”

Bells and whistles
One point that was mentioned in the
May issue that bears repeating is the
fact that content will differ in a digital

slide shows in editorial content,

Kalogeridis feels it is essential to

Indeed, digital magazines are all
about reader interaction, and increased

for “how to” or technical columns;

interplay between the reader and the
publisher serves to strengthen that

links with editorial content to

relationship. In light of the current

increase reader engagement;

state of the economy, this is certainly

• readers can post the digital magazine
on their favorite social networking
sites (Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, etc.);
• advertisers can embed sound, video
or slide shows in their ads;
• advertisers can purchase special
placement “leaderboard” ads or
“blow-in card” ads; and
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coupons in their ads.

which would be particularly helpful
• you can integrate forum and blog
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• advertisers can offer direct link

good news for publishers.
In the end, Kalogeridis recommends
a balanced approach on the digital vs.
print question. “The bottom line is that
you should look at digital and print for
their strengths, and then cater to those
strengths and formulate your strategies
and products accordingly,” she said. JPA
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One on one
JPA profile: Randy Pennington, sales representative
Number of years with JPA: 5
Why he loves JPA: “One thing that made JPA appealing to me
was an interaction I had with President Dale Flesburg while I
was working across town at a prepress facility,” Pennington
explains. “JPA had printed a job for one of my customers with
a die-cut window on the front cover. When I received the

Randy and Alysha 씰
Randy, Tori and Alysha 쑼
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RECIPE

finished product, the die-cut window wasn’t positioned
correctly (JPA had subcontracted this portion of the job).
While I was waiting to hear back from my customer, Flesburg
decided to reprint the entire project at no additional cost.
“His actions spoke volumes to me for two reasons. The
first is that, so many times, people and/or companies won’t

Cheery Cherry Pie
1 graham cracker crust
8 ounce package of cream cheese (softened)
1/2 cup sugar
1 can of cherry pie filling
8 ounce container of Cool Whip

take responsibilities for their own mistakes. Flesburg/JPA

Beat the sugar into the softened cream cheese until

were — and still are — openly willing to admit and correct

smooth. Add the cool whip and beat the mixture until no

a mistake. Secondly, they have an obvious dedication to

lumps remain. Stir in the cherry pie filling, and then pour

producing quality printing.”

the mixture into the crust. Refrigerate overnight and enjoy

Family life: Pennington has two daughters — 20-year-old
Alysha and 18-year-old Tori. Both girls live in Pontiac.

the next day!
— Courtesy of Randy Pennington

Hobbies: Golf, golf and golf. Pennington is a 10 handicap

customers and prospects, so call him today to set up a tee
time. Each Sunday you can find him playing Pontiac Elks with a
regular foursome. When he’s not golfing, he likes to ride bicycles, play chess, read, write, cook, play volleyball, and fish. It
should also be mentioned that he is a HUGE Chicago Cubs fan.
One cool fact: Pennington shot a hole-in-one last year on
the Elk’s 4th hole, a par 3. “I was the first to tee off, and I
could tell it was going to be close to the flagstick. It did in fact
roll in, and my friends congratulated me and we just continued playing.” Pennington did not keep the ball from that day;
in fact he says he probably lost it on the next hole. JPA
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who has been playing golf for 23 years. He recently took lessons so he would be “less than horrible.” He loves to golf with

